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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMKHTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

TECHNICAL NOTE 3217

THE INFLUENCE OF WHlZ3ZLSPIN-UP

or?

By w.

LANDING-GEAR WACT

Fl&ge and C. W. Coale

HIMMAm

This report is a continuation of Technical Note 2743. It deals with
the influence of the wheel drag on the performance of the lending gear.
The differential equations are developed and are solved by numerical inte-
gration and by en analytical method. special emphasis has been laid on
dropping all influences of minor importance in order to made computations
as simple as possible.

The possibilities of an eccentric wheel and of an inclined shock
strut have been considered. In both cases the computation
involved. The binding of the piston due to ovalization of
strut cylinderdoes not seem to present a serious problem.

INTRODUCTION

The study of impact forces in landing gears
Note 2743 was mibject to the restriction that no
was admitted. The present report deals with the
drag on the performance of the landing gear.

When an airplane approaches the ground, the

presented

iS rather
the shock-

in Technical
drag force on the wheel
influence of the wheel

wheels of the landing
gear must be brought from rest to the angular velocity which corresponds
to the forward speed of the airplane rolling on the runway. The accel-
erating moment is supplied by a horizontal force acting between the
ground and the wheel, the drdg D. The magnitude of this drag depends,
of course, on the vertical force F and will increase as F increases,
until the wheel has been completely spun up. Then the drag disappears
except for a small rematnder, the rolling resistance of the wheel, which
is of no importance for the problem treated here.

During the spin-up time the horizontal force acts on the cantilever
shock strut and presses the bearing parts of the piston and barrel against
each other. Through this action the friction of the shock strut is
increased and hence its axial force F, which in turn influences D.
The phenomenon becomes stilL more involved because of the horizontal
deflection of the landing gear. Mciierncantilever shock struts are

--—- -. . -. —.. .—.-— .—— — .—— -.—. -—— .—-. —— -—..——— -. -.-. —--- .. . . .. —.. —



2 NACA TN 3217

rather flexible; and> since the dr% b- UP ~ a vew shofi t*~ the
wheel mass undergoes a considerable horizontal acceleration. Therefore,
the force which is transmitted to the @ of the wheel is different

‘.,,

from the drag which acts on its rim.

When the spin-up of the ‘wheelis completed and the drag drops
almost to zero> the landing gear is in a state of lateral deflection;
and> since t% deflecttng force has Vanishedj it wilJ-spring back. The
ensuing fore-and-aft vibration is damped, but for several cycles it
produces appreciable bending moments in the shock strut and its influence
on the piston friction is similar to that of the spin-up drag.

This work was conducted at Stanford University,under the sponsorship
and with the financial assistance of the National Advisory Coinmitteefor
Aeronautics.

Ao

Al

A2

A3

a

a

S’YMBOLS

inner cross section of barrel at oil level

total cross section of piston

inner cross section of piston

cross section of oil $et> equal to area of gap around
metering pin times orifice factor

axial distance between upper and lower bearings for fully
extended shock strut (see fig. 6)

mean *US of cylindrical shelJ_(used only in section
“BMing of shOCkstrut”)

kth coefficient for power-series ~ion of xl

effective width of c@indrical shell (used only in
section “Binding of Shock Strut”)

kth coefficient

kth coefficient

wheel drag (see

lcthcoefficient

for power-series

for power-series

figs. 1 and 8)

for power-series

expansion of x2

~im of x

ex@ansion of y

-i

,,
-.

,,,

.
. . -. —— -. -—- .— —— .- ——-. -—
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E

e

F

Fa

‘P

FL

F2

H

I

k

%

k3

z

M

m

ml

%2

9

N

Nl~ N2

PO

Plj Pa

.

modulus of elasticity of shock-strutbarrel

eccentricity of wheel

vertical force applied to wheel tie

part of F1 due to m pressure in oleo strut

resultant force of oil pressure acting on surface of
piston

compressive force in shock strut

compressive force between wheel and ground.jnormal to
runway

force transmitted at wheel axle2 directed normal to
shock strut

mass moment of inertia of wheel

spring constant, used in preliminary study

spring constant of ttie

spring constant for spring-back vibration

axial distance between We and upper bearing attached
to inner cy~ (see fig. 6) .

bending moment in circular ring

wheel mass

part of airplane mass attributed to lanclbg gear

unsprung mass (wheel

mass for spring-back

total normal force

and lower part of shock strut)

motion

normal forces between piston ad barrel

initial air presstie in oleo strut ‘

ah pressure in ~er and lower chaniberof shock strut}
respectively

. . --- . .- —--- .— - - ------— --—, ——— —-—— - - -. ———- -- —-— —-- —--- —- — -



4

r

T

Tl, T2

t

t

xl

X2

Y

Y

a

+$ %

NACA TN 3217

resultant force per unit area of strip of middle surface
of cylinder (see section “Binding of ShodlsStrut”)

radius of wheel (distance of its center from ~Y)

total friction force

friction forces connected with normal forces MI and’ I%

time

wall thickness of shock-strut
“Binding of Shock Strut”)

vertical velocity,of airplane

barrel (used od.y in section

at contact

horizontal velocity of airplane

load on airplane (weight minus lift)

ovalizatia of shock-strutbarrel

stroke of shock strut

vertical displacement of mass ml

vertical displacement of wheel’center

empfitude of y for spring-backvibration

deflection of shock stti, measured at wheel tie

angle between oleo strut and vertical

lrthcoefficient for power-series ~ion of A3 as a
function of T

coefficient (see eq. (17))

defmtions precede equations (31) and (45), resPeddvdy

poly-tropicqonent of air in oleo strut

polar coordinate (see fig. 23)

coefficients (see eq. 25))

—. . ..-— — ——— .— —.-.—— -.. ..--— ——.—-..



5

parameters e@lained and used in section “Analytical
Methd of Solution”

freqyency of

frequency of

frequen~ of

vertical vibration

spin-up vibration

spring-back vibration

.—

of airplane

wheel friction coefficient

coefficient of friction between runway and wheel

coefficieti of friction ,ofshock strut

Poisson’s ratio

mass density of oil in oleo strut

bending stress in shock-strut barrel

coefficients (see eq. (26))

time variable, couuted from start of an interval

c~efficients (see eq. (24))

angular velocity of f3pinningwheel

maximum value

value at start of titerval n

initial conditions

value at transition from phase two to phase three

value at start of phase two

.

. . . . . ----- . ... .-——— -.. ..—- -—- - .—- .— - ——-—- —---— —---— —. .. . . -.. —.— ..— ...—



6 NACA TN 3217

PREUlmWW STUDY OF SPIN-UP

Since the real landing-gear problem is rather involved, it is useful
to study first some simplified problems which may easily be solved and
which will indicate the general character of the solutions to be ~ected
for the landing gear.

!l%ispreHminary study is concerned with a wheel which is restrained
horizontally by a sprtng as indicated in figure 1.. This wheel is origi-

, nally at rest and at t = O is pressed against a horizontal plane which
moves with the constant speed Vh toward the right. ‘I’hevertical
force. F applied to the axle of the wheel is a given function of time.
It will here be ass-d zero for t <0 and equal to a constant value
for t~o. Because of the relative mution between the wheel and the

ground a drag D = I.LFis developed which tends to spin the wheel up.
But it also pushes the wheel to the right, producing a deflection y,

VZZ@W with time.

The equations of motion of the wheel may easily be written. If m
is its mass and 1, its moment of inertia, one has

lih=jlm? (lb)

These equations hold while the wheel is spinning up, that is, while the
horizontal velocity of its rim at the point of contact is smaller thaq
the grouud speed:

The ~tial conditions eqress the fact that the motion starts from rest:

At t =O:y=o, i=o, fl)=o

—— -- -- — .- ..- —-...—. . .



NACATN3217

The solution which satisfies these conditions is

Y=$(l-cosxt)
1

7

(2)

(n = pTt/I
J

It is shown in figure 2.

While the force acting at the rim of the wheel is always equal
to pi?, the force at the axle is ky and varies between O and 2pF.
In the case of a landing gear this variable force is responsible for
the bending moment in the shock strut and for the piston friction.

The spin-up phase is terminated at a certain time t = ~ (see
fig. 3) when

~+~=vh

For t >%, the drag can no longer be PF, snd equations (1)
must be written:

J@= D-kY

ti=Dr

where D is now a third unlmown. ~0 t~S might OCCW:
restricted between the limits +#, but otherwise unknown,
there exists as a third equation the condition of roldlug:

;+~=vh

(3a)

(m)

D may be
and then

(3C)

On the other hand, the drag might attain the value D = -@?, and there
would be slipping in the apposite direction,

~+~>vh

It will be shown that the second case never occurs.

--- —- ——...—... .. . .—..__ ____ ____ . _____ ___ __ - _____



NACATN3217

Equations (3a) to (3c) may easily be solved. Eqyations (~) and (3c)
used to eliminate D and a) from equation (3a) without increasing
order of this &lfferential equation:

()m+— Iy+ky=o
+

(4)

Evidently this equation describes a free vibration about the unde-
. flected position, but with a fictitious mass m + I/#.

The solution of equation (4) is mibject to the conditions that,
for t = ~, one has:

that is, those values which are found for the end of the spin-up phase.
The folJowing solution satisfies these conditions:

Y (-%)+= yt Cos A’ t
: ‘b N - ‘t)

with

()
~2

h’2=—
I+w2

From it one finds with the help of equations (3c), (4), and (3a):

D=~y
I+&

(!Z)

(m)

(5C)

—— ... . .
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The maximum of

and, when here y =

Necessarily, mr2>
within the brackets

9

the displacement y (in either direction) is

.

yt from e@ation (2) is introduced, one obtai&:

2

()[
$ 1 - Cos NJ +

1, and one may easily
cannot get larger than

& s#A~

d

prove that
k; hence,

d

the expression

and, since the drag, equation (5c), is still less than one-half ti that,
sliding will never occur again, once the spr@-back motion has started:

Some of the possible motions are shown in figure 4 for the follow3ng
data (ref. 1):

.

@? = 4,840 lb

I = 54.4 lb in. sec2

m= 0.286 lb in.-l sec2

k = 4,470 lb in.-l

r= 16.50 in.

The diagrams lead to the following conclusions of general validity:

.- ——. —.. - -.—. ——— .- .._ ..—..- .—.
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During the spin-up period the
between O md 2@?/k. The average
the spill-updrag.

In the sprtng-back period the

NACA TN 3217

deflection vsries periodically
of the spring force @ is @,

deflection varies periodically with
the average zero. Since the amplitude of this vibration depends on the
landing speed and on the coefficient of friction, it will be different
in successive hndings. ~ the exbremes, it may be zero or equal to
the peak value of the spin-up period; that is, the force ky may be
as high as ~. The time average of the absolute value is then 1.274@?.
When analyzing drop tests, one ~ expect any value within these limits,
and an unsuspected change of v may present puzzles or may be called upon
as an excuse for scattering results. ~ design work, however, one must
consider the worst, that is, the case with the greatest spring-back force..

The case 1?= Constant reveals some essential features of the drag-
force problem, bti it is not retistic enough for immediate application
to a landing gear. This will be possible if it is assumed that F
increases linearly with time, say

F=&t for t>O

with constant 1?. This must
tions of the spin-up motion,

y.

(D=

be introduced into the differential equa-
equations (1). Their solution is then

@
(

~t
)

-&in At

&2

21
}

(6)

in
to

of

In this case, the displacement y represents a monotonic movement
the direction of the drag, but with a velocity dropping periodically
zero.

The spin-up phase is again terminated at a time tt when the rim

the wheel has reached the velocity Vh of the ground, that is, when

.——.. -——— —.. .——_____ ..—.
.
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The spring-backmotion is again described
only difference that naw the values yt~ *t,
which result for t = ~ frcm equations (6).

IL

by equations (3) with the
and ~ must be used

It is shownh appendix A
that the spring-backmotion cannot be interruptedby phases of tire
skidding which would require a sepsrate aua.lyticaltreatment.

The motion is represented in figure ~ for some typical choices of
the transition time ~. Durtng the spin-up thne the deflection is

never far away from the static “tiue ys~t = @%/k, and the amplitude

of the spring-back vibration would not be muc~ clifferent M the static
deflection were used for computing yt and yt.

One may, therefore, do so and compute the greatest deflections h
this way:

Given l?, y, and Vh, the time needed to spin the wheel up is

the deflection at this time,

end the rate of deflection,

The spring-back vibration is found from equation (5a), aud its amplitude is

. . . . .- . . . . . . .. . ... .... . . —— _ ...__ — .— .—. —— —.—. ——. ———— ——.—.— --- —-—-
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The msximum of the force at the sxle is lCf. The average is zero,
but the average of the absolute value is 2kY/x =0.637KY.

1)~ EQIJIM!IONSOF IANDING IMPACT

In this section the landing impact is investigatedunder the
following assumptions: At the beginning of the impact period the wheel
does not rotate (or at least not with that angular velocity which is
required for roll~). There are friction forces between the wheel and
the ground and inside the shock strut which influence the iiupactforce.
The sds of the shock strut is vertical and lies either in the plane of
the wheel or in the plane of symmetry between two equal wheels.

Equation of Oleo Strut

Figure 6 represents an ideaMzed section through an oleo shock
strut. The piston is shown separatelywith the forces applied to it.
The force Fp is the resultant of the oil pressure acting on the surface
of the piston. It has been shown earlier (ref. 2) that this force is
composed of two parts, that due to the air pressure in the upper
chaniber pl and that due to the pressure difference p2 - pl between

the two Chaahrs:

The forces N1 and N2 have to balance the horizontal force H

at the axle of the wheel. Sinc~ the vertical forces make only small
contributims to the moment equilibrium, one may write with god
approximation:

N2=H*

These forces are transmitted through normal pressures in the contact
area between two cylindrical surfaces. This area wilJ extend over a
certain part of the circumference. The length of the arc (fig. 7) in
which the two parts me in contact depends on the elasticity of these

—-. . --— -. --—..- .— ____ —_____



NACATM3217 13

parts, and its central angle msy be anything between 0° and 180°. H
the angle is large, part of the contact pressure contributes only with
a component to the resultant N1 or N2, while the total pressure

contributes to the frictional force. Therefore, if one simply puts
T = psN, it mustbe expected.that the coefficient KS is greater thau

that for plane surfaces under similar conditions and that it depends on
the wall thickness of the C@iIlderS and on other ~smeters which=y
influence the size of the contact area. One of these parameters is thb
force N itself, so that the rektion between T and N is necessarily
nonliuear.

These considerations shouldbe kept in mind when results of dif-
ferent tests are compared.
value of the coefficient of
than good enoughto write

with a coefficient

and 0.15 or still
the stroke of the

However, tie present information on the
friction is so

T1 = VsNl

‘2 = psN2

scarce that it seems more

PSof shock-strut friction

more (ref. 3), but assumed to
shock strut. It follows that

somewhere between 0.02

be constant throughout

Tl+ T2 = psH
2Z-a-x
a+x

If the force H changes sign, the points of application of the
forces T1 and T2 wifi change, but their direction will still.be

vertically downwar . The formula just derivedwilll remain correct H
IHI iswritten~dteadof H.

The force Fl must be h equilibrium with Fp, Tl, and T2,

whence:

‘5 # +KS IHI2za-+ax-x+—
2432

(7)

—.. —.. .— . ... . ... .—.



14 NACA TN 3217

This equation holds true as long as ~ >0. When the rate of stroke
changes sign, the second and third terms to the right must have a minus
sign. However, for the reverse stroke other changes must be made which
have been mentioned before (ref. 2) and of which little is known so far.

Eqyation (7) relates F1 to the stroke x end its ffist derivative

and may be called the d3.fferential equation of the shock Strut. The
3 depends on x,orifice area A while H may be a given function of

the or may be related to F1 by another di.fferential equation.

The force Fl is not exactly the force transmitted from the wheel;
otherwise equation (7) ought to have a term which represents the inertia
of the piston. This term has been omitted here because it is simpler to
take care of it h the equations of motion, lumping together the masses
of the piston and of the wheel.

When the shock strut is U @-cd, the air pressme P. presses
the piston with the force P&l against its seat. AS low as F1 < P#12
the shock strut Certai.@f cannot be compressed. But, if there is a
horizontal force H, then the friction forces T1 and T2 also must

be overcome, and the ~. force (Fl)~ needed to make the piston move

is the force obtained from equation (7) for x = ~ = O; that is,

ml
2Z-a= AIPo + p~H ~ (8)

b the earlypart of the landhg impact, before Fl has built up

to this limit, equation (7) must be replaced by the equation x = O.

Equations of Motion

When the horizontal deflection of the landing gear is taken into
account, a three-degree-of-freedomsystem must be considered (fig. 8).
The mass ml represents the airframe. It moves only in a vertical

dtiection. The total unsprung mass of the lauding gear is ~. It

represents the inertia of all parts which mave vertically with the
Velocity +. Because of the bending elasticity of the landing gear,

the wheel moves also in the horizontal direction, but only a portion of
the unsprung mass participates in this mcmment. This portion will be
called

5“

The mass ~ is held horizontally by the spring k3 which

represents the elastic stiffness of the landing gear. As the shock strut !,

—. — ——. . ---— —
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collapses, the spring constant k3 will increase.

neglected in the present investigation, since it is

This effect will be

not expected that
the influence of this variability on the vertical impact is importaut
enough to make additional computational labor worth while.

The metier connecting the mass m2 with ml is the oleo strut,

the spring k2 represents the tire, F2 and H are the forces h the

springs k2 a k3~ respectively, and F1 as given by eqpation (7)
is the force in the oleo strut.

In the’study made here it is convenient to assume that the model
(except for the mass m$ moves only inthevertical direction and that

the ground moves with the speed Vh under it.

The motion during the landing impact, as far as it is studied here,
may be divided into three phases, which are governed by different sets
of differential eqyations:

Phase one: The motion before the prestressing of the shock strut
has been overcome.

Phase two: The remainder of the spinning-up of the wheel.

Phase three: The motion which takes place after the wheel has
been spun up. This phase terminates when the stroke x has reached
its maximum*

The fourth phase, the recoil motion, is not yet accessible to a
rational analysis for

Phase one.- llhen
are for some time the
ative; that is:

the reasons already mentioned.

The wholemass ml+ m2

by the load W1 (weight

the landing gear strfies
only elastic element and

x 1-%2”0-x

moves then as a rigid

the
the

ground, the wheels
oleo strut is inoper-

f

bdy and is acted upon

minus lift) from above and the ground reaction

F2 from below. The latter is

‘2=%2%
(9a)

.—-. . ..— ___ .. ___ —--.-.——- -—— .- . —.-. .—-. -—— . . . ... . . . .
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6

and the equation of motion is
.,/

(*)

This is a differential.equation in ~ only. When it has been solved,

the force in the shock strut is found from the equation of motion of
the mass ~:

The drag force is

D= PrF2 = prk2x2

It produces a lateral dispkcement y of the mass m3 according to

the differential equation

(9C)

(90 ,

and an sngular velocity u of the wheel

M this equation, r represents the distance between the wheel -S
and the run~. Because of the elastic deformation of the tire, it
decreases during the landing impact and might be written as

r = ro -%?
\

However, the deformation of the the has a fore-an&aft asymmetry such
that the vertical force is moved rearward and restores part of the
moment which the drag loses through the decrease of r. Since exact
information on this subject is hard to obtain, it may be good enough

.

———. ..— . .
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to assume r as a constant.
for this report, but one may,
assumption which is judged to

17

Thishas been done in all examples prepared
of course, easily titrcduce any other
be better.

With r = Constant one has

U=* t

J—O%dtI

Equations (9a) to (9e) determine the motion during phase one of the
@ding impact. This phase is terminated when F1 as computciifrom
equation (9c) reaches the value (Fl)~ given by equation (8).

($le)

Phase two.- In phases two and three xl and ~ are no longer

equal, and the vertical

sidered independently.

motion of the masses ml and ~ must be con-

This yields the two equations:

%“% + ‘1 = ‘1 (lea)

%%-

Besides the displacements,
unknown the shock-strut force F1. Therefore another equation is needed,

F1+~=o (lOb)

these two equations contati as a thtrd

the differential equation of the shock strut, equation (7). It contains
a new variable, the horizontal force H, equal here to k~, whence

*3 # +~sk3 22 -a-x

‘1= p - :/Aozo)]’ + =

a+x IIY (1OC)

This
them

equation seems to introduce two new unknowns, Xandy. One of
stands merely as an abbreviation;

x= X1-X2

... . ..- ______ - --. —----- ______ ___ . ..- .,_ -——---- . ——--.-— . -. .-——-——... —.-
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are

for
mass
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●

y another eqpation is needed, equation (X) for the motion of
m3. These four eqyations for the four unknoms xl> X2> Fl} i

y mustbe treated together.

When they have been solved, eqyation (9e) may be used again to find
angular velocity 0. The backward veloci~ of the lowest point of
wheel is then f + m; and, when that becomes equal to Vh) phase

is terminated.

Phase three.- ti phase three equations (lOa) to (lOc) of phase two
still valid, but the drag force on the right-hand side of equa-

tion (x) is no-longer ~, but ~ust enough to keep the wheel

rolMng without skidding. Ewation (X) must therefore be replaced by
equati&s (la)
be replaced by

does not skid,

and (lb)‘h w~ch the ‘=tations m, k, V, $&d F m-wt
~, k3, ~, - F~, respectively. Since the wheel

there is also the lclnmatic relation

which serves to eltite C6 from eqpation (lb). Then the drag @’l

may be eMminated frmn both eqpations and thus the equation is obtained
which takes the place of equation ($ld~:

(led)

In each of the three phases the differential eqpations represent
an initial-value problem. All displacements and velocities at the
beginning of the phase must be equal to those obtained for the end of
the precedbg one or, h phase one, equal to those which the landing
gesr is s~osed to have at the moment of first contact with the ground.

SOLUTION OF IMPACT PRORJXM

Phase One

Since the shock strut remains at rest during phase one of the
impact, all complications which arise from its nonlinear behavior are
absent. The load W1 may certxxhly be assumed constant during the
~ther short time Merval, and equation (9b) may be solved at once.

.- —— .— ..—— - . _____ -— ----- . .
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The initial. conditions are:

and the solution satisfying these conditions is

with

This must be introduced into the right-hand term of equation (gal). The
solution y has to fulfill the initial conditions

t o: y=o, ;=0=

and it will consist of a static deflection, a free vibration with the
frequency

p3/A3 = m3

and a forced vibration with the frequency X,:

(‘rwl ~ +
Y=—

k3

WW3
ky

. . . . . ------ _. ___ ----- _________ _______ ------- —- . . —. —.. .. ---- —.- -. --— ------ .
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The force Fl follows from eqpation (9c):

NACA TN 3217

ml
Fl=W1-Wl — Cos Xlt +

ml+%

Since the unsprung mass ~ is small as

formula may be replaced by

Fl = WI(l - COS hit) +

compared with ~, this

(U)

Phase one ends when the force F1 has built up to the value
()F1 1

as given by equation (8). With H = k~ this yields the folhwing

eqmtion for the duration tl of this period:

F1 = AIPO + Ps~ u Y
a

When the expressions just fouud for F1 and

rather unwieldy transcendental equation will

fort= tl (u)

y are inserted here, a

result.

Fortunately, however, phase one is of rather short duration. In
the numerical example used in reference 2, Al . 10.98 second-l and

tl = 0.0088 second; hence, xlt~ = o.og7 =5.50. The situation is not

quite so favorable regarding A3t, but usually it is small enough also

that all trigonometric functions may be ~ressed by a few terms of this
power series.

Instead of introducing these series in the preceding equations,
one may more convenientlymike a fresh start, assuming power series for
the unknowns,

,

.— —. .—------ --- . .— .
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and introducing them into
ceding in the usual way,

21

differential.equations (~) and (~). Pro-
one obtains the fol.lowi.ngsolutions:

(13a)

(1~)

As before, ~ may be neglected. If this is done, equation (9c) yields

‘1 =k2Vt+~WA2t2-~kn%3 -.. .
2 11 621

(13C)

Onemaynowpti t= tl in all these series and then introduce them

into equation (12), which ‘thenbecomes an equation for t.. If terms

beyond t3

.

k@l +

—

as follows:
4.

In this equation the terms with t~z and tl~ are not large, and it

is best solved by iteration. One obtains a first approxbnation by
neglecting the small terms altogether:

and proceeds then with the help of the formula

Alpo
(14b)

‘1= k#p - ~plz + P#@32 ~)q + : W&

. . .. . .. . . . . .—.-—------ .. . ..-— ------ —..-...-. .— ..- -— . .—— ---—-. .—------ —-..-—- —--- —----- —--
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.

which yields a sequence of improved approximationswhen one introduces
for tl on the right-hand side the best value so far available.

After ~ has been computed, the correspond@ values of xl = ~,

y, ~~ and F1 may be obtained frcanthe series forms (13) for these

variables.

lk order to check the progress of the spinning-up, it is necessary
to find the angular velocity u)= q

found from equation (9e):

of the wheel at t = tl. It iS

(15)

Numerical Integration for Phases Two and Three

Exact solution.- As soon as equation (7) comes tito action, the
problem becomes nonlinear and a closed-form solution can no longer be
‘~ected. Among the different methods awailable for a numericfi solu-
tion, the most flexible is the step-by-step integration. Since it is
possible to control the error and to keep it below any desired limit,
this method can be considered as exact. U its practical application,
however, the requirements of accuracy are usualJy not high, and its
merits must then be judged by the time needed for the computation. The
method will now be applied to phases two and three of the ~-gear
impact. ,

Phase two: ti phase two the sp
T

-up of the wheel is coqpleted,
and the motion is described by eqwtions 10a) to (lOc) and (~). Since
these equations are rather involved, it is advisable to introduce at
once every reasomible shrgd-ification.Now it has been shown in refer-
ence 2 that the influence of the unsprung mass m2 is not very large

and that in most cases it till be possible to assume ~ = O. This does

not necessarily mean that m3 must be neglected also. Although m3 is

smaller than Iu2, it controls,thehorizontal vibration and hence the

friction in the shock strut and it may wen be worth while to have these
details.

For this degree of simplification F1 = F2, and ecjyations(Ma) to

(1OC) and (gal)maybe brought into the following form:

,

—.— ___ —________ ..__ _ _..._ ._
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‘1=%’2 (1611)

X3# +p~~=’-+’( x y

“=~-&.o.o)]’+‘:
(16d)

M.nce y i6 always
been dropped ti the

positive during spfi-up, the absolute signs have
last term.

When these equations are solved by step-by-step integration as
explained in reference 2, the values may be arranged as shown in table 1.

In the first group of colunms (markedby the double lines) the values
for t = tl msy be filJ.edin from the initial conditions (asterisks) and

with the relation x = X1 - X2. The next three groups are used to obtain

from the clifferential eqpations the values of the highest derivative of
each unknown. The computation of ~ for column@must be done in a
separate table, using equation (16d) in the form

-a-xP = wsk3 2Za + ~

(17)

s

. ... . -. .-—--- .-.-. . --. — . . . — ---------— .---— ..-. —-— —-.. — —— -------- ---—- - -- -
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the air force Fa and the factor B depend only on the stroke x,
useful to prepare large-scale diagrams for both functions from
individual values ~ easily be picked during the integration.

E the numerical integration is done by one of the more elaborate
methcds, the values of ~, =1, and ~ are copied tito special.inte-
gration tables and handled as described in reference 2.

If the simpler formulas described below are used, it is necessary
to group those colmns together which refer to the same variable as in
table 2. Again a special table is needed to evaluate k from eqw-
tion (16d), but now there are no additional integration tables. An
example for this kind of computation is given in table 3.

The most convenient methcd among alJ tested is Milne’s methcd
(ref. 4). It works as follows:

When for a variable z and its derivative ; the values in four
lines are known (in particular, ‘n-3 - ~-2~ ‘in-l} - an)>

one may find an approximate value of ml by pasdng a quadratic

. parabola through the three points of the ~ diagram and integrating
the segment under the ~abola over the four titervals from n - 3
to n~l. This Yield; MSlne’s “predictor” formula:

4 At E= -2
‘n+l = ‘n-3 ‘3 (%

.

The last term of this fo-

cannot be computed,

= %-3 -

cannotbe used,

4~n-2 + 6~n-1 -

4.
~At A~-l +...
45

(18)

since the fourth difference

4:n + ;Hl

%-l stillbeing unknown. This term represents

the next improvement
available, amd it is
using the other terms only.

which might be applied if more information were
a measure for the possible error of the calculation

When this formula is applied to the present problem, identifying ~
first with ~ 1and then with ~, values of ~ and of ~ for the

. . -. . . ..— — ...—.—- -----
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line n + 1 are obtained. It is then possible to.calculate “~ for

this line from equation (16a), and now all the remaining integrations

the

to

be made under much more favorable circumstances. For each of them
value a~l of the derivative in the new line is already known,

one may use Simpson’s formuh in the double interval from n - 1
n+l:

‘H1 $t(%-l+%+%tl) -& At A4~+ . . .= Zn-l + — (19)

As one may recognize by comparing the terms with A4~, this formul& is
much better than the predictor formula; and, when at last “~ and ~

have been computed from *1 - k and from equation (16c), respective~,

one may use eqpation (19) as a “corrector formula” to obtain improved

values of X2 and f. Looking at the terms with A4~ in both formulas,
one mey conclude that the integration error still.remainbg is about
one twenty-ninth of the correction just applied, and the step At should
be so chosen that this remaining emor

Nevertheless, this correction of

it entails corrections of ~ and y
values already computed in the line n
should be so chosen that the iterative
rapidly to final values everywhere.

is negligible.

~ and ~ is not final, stice

and hence most or all of the
+ 1. However, the time step
process thus started stabilizes

The two operations described by equations (18) and (19) may con-
●venientlv be carried oti with the help of two templstes. TheY are shuwn
here as &pplied to the integration of-the ‘~ cOi_: -

Predictor equation (18) Corrector equation (19)

IGE12.

[ I II 1
0.055 I I

0.025 83.61 3.756 -453

0.030 7g.ol 4.161 -502

0. 8

0

:, ,Dp :

1 69.63 4.904 1

0
4 ‘“91 x %]

o 1 60.21 1—1

0.055 I I I

.. ... . . —----------- .-— --- - -—--- ---- ---- -- -—- ------—- ~- —.--—-- -----—.--—— -- —-
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TIE application of predictor formula (18)”is not possible until
four lines of table 2 have been filled by other means. Therefore,
between the filling of the first line as described before and the con-
tinuous application of the two templates some intermediate computation
is needed. This is best done in the following way:

The first integrations which yield.the values of ~ and ~ in

line 2 can be done only with the simple Ner formula, equation (29)
of reference 2. For the other integrations the improved Ner formula,
equation (30) of reference 2, mqr be used; and, when the line has been
completed.,one may check and correct the first two titegrationfswith
the help of the improved formula. Of course, the whole line must then

. be corrected until agreement has been reached everywhere.

Line 3 my be started in the same way, using equation (~) of
reference 2, but instead “ofus- the improved Euler formula one may
now resort to equation (19) and the corresponding template. This will
yield a~reciably better results for the ssme width of the time step.
H the computer has a sufficiently clear idea of the values of ~

and ~ to be expected in this line, he may guess them and start at
once with eqpation (19). Of course, a second run through the line is
needed to justify or to improve the initial guess.

Lhe k must be handled in exactly the same way, except that here
am advance guess is easier, since more tnfmmation is already available.

If each line is iterated until the values therein axe perfectly
stabilized, the integrations leading to lines 3 and 4 have the same
degree of exactness as those of the ensuing regular carpxtation. Only
the first time step is less accurate, and it is therefore advisable to
start the whole computation with a stiiciently small time step. As
soon as two steps have been made, one may dotile the increment At,
since then the higher accuracy of Simpson’s formula is available. If,
after scme time, one ftads that the predictor formula predicts so well
that the corrector formula finds nothing to be corrected, it is advisable
to increase again the time step as described in reference 2.

The methods of numerical integration described here have the dis-
advantage of all numerical solutions of initial-valueproblems: Any
error once made, whether a mistake or a rounding ~or, is carried on
through the computation without much chance of later discovery. It is
therefore advisable to develcrpdifference tables for ~ and y in
separate tables and to watch the regular change of figures in these

( columns. Any irregularity h one of the differences is a hint that
some mistake has been made, and the integration should be halted until
the mistake has been found and corrected. Additionally, the more exact
integration formulas (31) of reference 2 my be ap@ied at any time to

-. ——.. ————. — .. .—. . . . —
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the difference
and (19).

M tables

27

scheme as a check of sufficient accuracy of equations (18)

n1 and 2 columns 14 and @ have been added. in which
the force F1 =% is integri~d, and%ve locity rm+~ is com-

puted with the help of eqpation (9e). I&omit the time t=tt is

found when the wheel is fully spuu W and when this integration scheme
must be modified.

Phase three: As soon as the wheel is fully spun up,
must be replaced by equation (lW). This new equation is
of the other three and may be solved in advance:

Y = Y Sin> ’(t - T)

equation (%)
independent

with

(+J
k3r2

t2=

m#+I

.

()

2

Y%yt2+ L
A3‘

When y has been calcuk%ed from this formuJa, equations (llla)to (1OC)
may be stijected to numerical integration. The table used for this
work is qtite similar to &ble 2, except that columns @, @, @) ,
and @ are now dropped. The computation may be continued until ~ = O.
For the recoil motion (~ < O) the radical in equation (17) must be taken
with a minus sign and additional changes in this formula will be neces-
sary if foam is present in the oil which flows back through the orifice
of the oleo strut.

Numerical _le. - The example which has already been used in
reference 2 has been used again to test the integration procedures
recommended in this report and to obtain some information on the Mluence
of shock-strut friction on shock-strut performance.

.
(
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,

The following data have been used in this

Airplane mass, ml, lbsec2/in . . . . . . . .

Unsprung mass (neglected), m2 . . . . . . . .

Wheel mass for y-vibration, mq, lb sec2/in.

Vertical veloci~, V, in./seZ . . .
Horizontal velocity, Vhj ~.~sec . .

Landing-gear load (weight minus lift),

Spring constants:
me, k2, lb/in. . . .
Horizontal, k3, lb/ti.

Shock-strut data:
Al=&, S~iI1. .

A3> Sq tn. 9*=

Add%, in. ● .
Po, lb/sq in. . .

P> lb in.~ sec2

7......=.
Z, in...===
a, in......

Wheel data:
I, lb in. sec2 .
r, in......
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Fri&ion coefficients:
Wheel and.~Y> Pr

Piston and barrel, PS
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Since phase one is rather short, the only items
duration t

L
and the values of all variables at the

Equation (1 )‘yields as the first approximation for
the phase:
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. .

. .

8.42
. . .
. . .
. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

u3.6
. .

3.:
.120
1,672

. . 0

12,5c0
7,810

39.8
fig. 9

23.5
310

x 10+
. 1.1
. 40

. 13

. 6%

. 20

. 0.5

. 0.1

are its
end of the phase.
the duration of

t~ = 0.00822 sec

and then the first application of equation (lkb) yields the improved
value

tq =
0.00822

1. (m6.3)(0.00@2)2 = 0000&8 ‘ec
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!l?heimprovement is so little that a second application
does not improve the result

Hawtng calculated tl,

values for the end of phase

further, and tl = 0.00828

29

of equation (14b)
second is final.

one obtains from equations (13) all the

one:

(X1)l = (+)1= 0“993‘“

(%)1 = (%)1 =’ ~9.5 ti./sec

Y1 = 0.018 in.

91 = 6.56 ~.jsec

and from equation (15):

~= 0.751 see-l .

These are the initial values for phase two, and from them the
numerical.integration must be started.

Since the numerical integration is rather time consuming, a judicious
choice of the time step At is of great importance. The accuracy
requirements of landing-impact calculations are not very high, average
slide-rule work is certainly enough. To get an idea of what is really
necessary to obtain this degree of accuracy, the numerical example of
reference 2 has been repeated with wider steps and it has been found
that there is no need of being very particular about the sharp breaks
in the A3(x) curve.

Therefore, for the present computations the small time step
At = 0.0025 second has been used only to get a smooth start, but when
four lines were computed, the values for t - t~ = 0, 0.0050, and O.o1oo -

were entered in a new table which then was ruu with At = 0.005 second,
using Milne’s method. For the first step in this tible Milne’s predictor
formula (18) could not be used since it requires that four lines be
already established. Instead, an advance guess was made for the result
of the first integration, and then Simpson’s formula could at once be
applied.

.
.

,
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In each
functions of
functions at

time step equation (17) must be used
the stroke x. One may speed up the
a hrge scale. In order to preserve
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which contains three
work by plo,ttingthese
accuracy, these plots

should be drawn to a sufficiently large scale. The plots tied for the
computations described in this repori-had twice the size of the ssmples
given in figures 9, 10, and 11.

While the computation in phase two proceeds, an occasional check
of m is made to find the time when the wheel is fully spun q. This
occurs at t - tl = O.1.00second. Then phase three begins, which

requhes only minor changes in the arrangement of the computation table.
The work has been continued to t - ~ = 0.18 second. TIE resfits are

represented as solid lines in figures 12, 13, and 14, together with those
obtained for & = 1.0 and with the results obtatied previously for the

frictionless case.

Figure 12 shows that the friction in the shock strut reduces the
stroke x, but that it takes some the before the difference is felt
in the downward motion of the airplane. Fi&e 13 reveals more details
of the motion. There appears at once a substantial difference in the
rate of stroke & When the orifice opens, the rise in & is moderated
by the friction, while after transition the spr5ng-back motion produces
a msrked waviness of the curve quite different from the continuous
decrease of & in the frictionless case. The zero of k, that is,
the maximum stroke, is reached earlier amd has, as figure 12 shows, a
lower value the higher the friction. l?heoscillations of the spring-
back phase are also visible in the force diagrsm (fig. I&) although
there they are not so pronounced. me peak value of the impact force
is considerably.higher than in the frictionless case,,and it varies
widely with ~. This indicates that the coefficient of rummy friction
must be fairly well known if crnnputationsof the kind presented here
are to be of practical value.

Approximate solution.- The numerical integraticm as described on
the preceding pages solves the problem and yields relidble results, but
the amount of computation tivolved s considerable. Therefore, it is

\des~ble to develop methods which ar sufficiently accurate to satisfy
the needs of the designer, but which omit cumbersome details.

One way to speed up the work is to use larger time steps. In
attempting this, one must contend with the rather high frequency of the
horizontal vlbrations.

~ the example, the frequencies sxe A3 = 44.8 second-~ in phases

one and two and X3’ = 37.37 second-l in phase three. With

At = O.O@ second, as used in the computation, one has about seven

.

.
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intervals for one quarter period (the rise of sin A3t from O to 1)

which is sufficient for good representation. However, a serious
increase in At wilJ-not be possible without losing the details of the
y-vibration.

This raises the qpestion of whether these details are really
important for the mati purpose, the determination of themaximmn
force F1. A negative answer is suggestedby figure 5which shows that

during the spin-up the y-curve wriggles around the straight line repre-
senting the static deflection

y = D/k3

and that the deviations from this line are never very large. When one
plots in the same way y = y(t) from the exsmple represented by fig-
ures 12 to lkj the disgram shown as figure 15 is obtained which confirms
this idea to some degree.

It seems, ~herefore, reasonable to drop the dynamic

equation (16c), at least in phase two. If this is done,
‘em ‘3 h

may at oncebe introduced tito equation (l&i) or (17). This yields

‘WalF%=
and, with equation (16b),

‘<E/F’

(20)

When this equation is used, the time step is essentially determined w
the variability of the effective orifice area A3, that is, by the shape

of the metering pin.

. ---- -—- -- ----- -— -. --—.. ——. -—-—- -. ---— --—— ----—- —- ---—- -- —------ .- —- -- .- - ...—..-
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There seems to be no advantage in applying the same simplifying
assumption also to phase one, since there everything is already simple
encmgh. However, if this is not done, it till not be possible to fit

- ‘tk. two phases together at t = tl. For this reason it is necessary to

assume”from the very beginning that ~ = O.

The formula for xl = ~ is then the same as before and so is the

~ression for Fl, but

.

Also equation (8) is affected, since now H is equal to the bag D,
that is,

H = PrFl

and the condition I?l= (I?l)l which determines tl a~ears h the fomn

AIPO
J?l=

1-
2z-a

Wsh y

This particular value of F1 may be computed from the data of the

problem and then introduced into eqyation (13c) where one puts t = tl.

This yields an equation for t~:

qt~ + * Wpl%lz -

It my be solved by iteration. The first approximation is

(21a)

-. — .. --———— -.—.
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and, starting from it, improved values ~ be obtained by using the
iteration formula

Theseformulastake the place of equations (14).

It is not possible to extend the same idea of approximatia also
to phase three. There, the static deflection y is zero, and with

Y = O one would not obtain any shock-strut friction at all. Since h
phase three it is possible to compute y in advance, the need for
simplification is less urgent. One must, of course, match the value of

the end of the spin~up. As a &le it will be

the influence of ~ and to write simply

Y= yt Cos A3 ‘(t - ~)

for t ~ tt.

Further simplification: Large steps.- The simplification Mzr&Luced
in the prec&Ung section removes the essential obstacle to using large
time steps. The deviation of the solid line from the dotted line in
figure 16 shows the error introduced by the changes in the equations,
without additional inaccuracies which might be caused by wider steps At.

One may now ask how far one may go h increasing At without losing
much more in accuracy. This has been tried tn the example by repeating
the computation with At = 0.02 second. The computation for phases two
and three has been reproduced h full in tible 3. The quantities Fa,

~, ~ A3 were read from prepared graphs as functions of x.

The results of this integration have been marked by the small
circks in figure 16. They check so welJ with the so~d curve that one
might feel tempted to increase the time step still more. This, however,
seems Mvisable, not because of the accuracy of the numerical tntegra-
tion, but because a certain number of potits are needed.for plotting the
curve.

When one inspects the column Iyl in the second part of the titegra-
tion table, one recognizes that there are sharp ups and downs end that
the values representing the ~luence of y on the shock-stmrt friction

-—-—-. . ---- . ... . .. . —.. ... ——- .—. __ .-_. ..__ . . . — ——— .- —___ _ ____ ._ _. -.
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rather arbitrary samples. It seems therefore wiser not to rew ~
incidental appearance of large and smalJ values in this column, but

to replace the variable y by its average, which is : Yt=

JbA-@icd. lkthod of Solution

As an alternative to numerical integration of the differential
equations of motion an analytical method is developed in this section.
This methmi has several advantages ov= numerical integration: (1) It
pruvides a start which takes account of the singilari~ which exists in
the solution at time tl. (2) It WOWS much larger steps with the

same accuracy. (3) It ~es fito acco~ S- brew ~ the A3(x)

curve. The disadvantages are: (1) The computation scheme is not so
simple as that of step-by-step integration. (2) More skill and judge-
ment are reqpired of the c~uter. (3) Curve fitthg is needed in every
interval.

M the anal@ical method the time is divided into a series of
intervals with the nth interval extending frcm ~ to %l. The

length of successive intervals is determined during computaticm, as
~ be discussed later. C~ sny discontinuity h the slupe of
the

are

A3(x) curve will require teridnatia of an int&va&

In each interval the dependent Variabhs xl, X2$ x, y, * @

developed iu puwer series in terms of a local time variable

T = t-%

In the section “Phase One” this has already been done for phase one, and
,that calctitia represents the interval n = O for the azuilyticmethod.
For the intervals follcmlng, the form of the solu%ion depends on whether
or not ~ becomes zero. An interval where this does not happen vill be
called a regular interval; one where % starts from or reaches zero
will be called a singular ti~. Since ~ = O at the start of phase
two, the interval n = 1 of the analytic solution will be a singular
one. However, it is more convenient to explain the regular interval
first.

gularinterval. - For the purposes of this analysis it is desirable
to re%se the form of the differential e uations somewhat. Equations (lOa)

?and (lOb) and equations (lOb) and (1OC) neglecting, as previously, ~)

may be coxibinedto eliminate Fl:

.,
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YFl+%”=h (22a)

Equation (22b) is then solved for A as

F/ ‘
*3 %? ~

AIPO
;= — - @2z ~&xlYl (’3)

@23 - k+ - (A+IO.O] ‘

~ order to make a series solution of this eqpation feasible several
approximations are introduced.

First a~roximate in the interval of expansion the term

AIPo
fl(x) =

k’p - @@o.o] ‘

by a linear function

fl(x) = @o+@lx (24)

Figure 17 ilhstrates fl(x) and the straight-ldne segments used to

represent it for the example treated in the section “Numerical example.”
S~Mly, the function

f’(x) = ~ska‘z - & - ‘
$2 a+x

. . ..- .-. --. —. ..- —.-.———-—— -.—- ------- —----— -—--- ---- — - —--. -—-- —---------—-—— - - -.
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is a~roximated in

This appro-tion
(or linear) curve

each interval by a Mnear function

f2(x) s 90 + elx (25)

is illustrated h figure 18. Finally, a parabolic

(26)

with

e = x - (X)n

is fittedto the graph of A3(x) to represent this function b the nth

interval. This form seems best suited to fit the orfiice curve since it
is an exact representation tn every conical section of the metering pin
(see fig. 9, which consists only of a straight line and parabolas).

Putting the above simplifications into eqyaticm (23), one obtains

To make the eqwtions
the fOllowing parameters:

more manageable it is convenient to intrduce

A~2 = kJm~

~32 = ~3b3

Wl* = W~ml

73-~1 = %@%

IC2= p.&/m3

K3 = ~/I

.

.— —..— -.. .
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The resulting full set of eqwtio~ (fr~ eqsc (X)> (9e)2(~a)~ (26)s
d (27)) iS thw:

~ = IC1A3

2X .W1*“5?1+ xl 2 (2&)

q - @lx - eolY1- %xlyi - @o (28b)

y + A3?Y = ~a~a (28C)

A3 = (A3)n~ + cr~~+ ~ u2~2), g = x - (x)n (28a)

X2 =Xl-x (2&)

a = K3X2 (28f)

w expression for A3(x) has’been retained as a separate equation to

avoid overcomplication of equation (28b).

one may nowproceedtith the solutim of these equations in the
interval n. Power series are assumed for alJ the dependent variables:

.

w dk
Y= E~iz

(zO=l
\

/

. (29)

-.. .— .. ----—.- —-— ------- --— -— ---— —-—— .—. - . —.— —- .— -—- -—- —.
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Substitution in equation (2&), equating of coefficients
of T, and application of the initial conditions @eld

Equation
ficients
however.

% = (Xl)n

al = (Al)n

%2= -xl%o + WI*

NACA TN 3217

of like powers

~

ak = -Xfbk-z (k> 2)
J

(28b)is MJcewise solved by mibstitution and equatm of coef-
Of like terms. The process is more involved for this equation,
Upon sribstitution,

Then, since

—

3El-k-
k!

.

.—— —— .- —___ .. .— ————.—.——. . .
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Now define

so that

m

x
1

But

%

(k-l)!

returning

.

= ‘l(A3)n

= ‘l(A3)n

to equation

‘* o

39

(28b) and inserting the initial conditions

b. =
(~)n

. co = (X)n

q = (ii)n

do = (y)n

,.

(31)

—.-— —— —____ ._. _ ____ .._ ——.. .— ——— —-. .— _.__ —._ .._. _
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This maybe used in equation (31) which then gives

NACA !CN3217

where also

1’11=—
2(130: h)

the
expression within the
above eqpation may be

wrentheses raised to the one-half power in
‘-al now by the binomial theorem

..

1/2
(1+s) S1+ *S.*

When this is applied to the problem at

S2+LS3 +.*.
16

hand, it follows that

The ~ression within brackets here must be reduced to a single power
series and then multiplied by the a series. F-, equating coef-
ficients of Mke powers.of T’“will-yield:

—— -- ..- ---..-—— --- —— -- -—- — ——— -.-.——— -—
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co = (X)n

c1 = ‘l(A3)n.
C2 =

(
Clq+

C3 (“la2+

C4
[

=Clmj+

where

&

The solution
yields

of equation (2&)

do = (Y)n

dl = (f)n

dk = ~2%-2

Ltiewise, sribstitutingsad equating

(32)

is shnilsx to that of eqyation (2&)

- +k+ . k>l
\

(33)

0$ coefficients h eqyation (28d)

(*)

. . . . . . . . . .+ ----- ----- .— ----- -—— ------- ——- ——— ----- c -— — -.-— —--—
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w last two equations (eqs. (2&) and (2M) ) are easily =ed.
From equation (28e) it is evident that

bk. ak-ck (35)

Finally, equation (28f) is solved by s~stitution of the series for ~

and direct integration:

1’ (36)
m

Co=tt bk
3~’m

~k+l + (m)n

J

Sufficient information has been amassed to find all of the coeffi-
ci@nts ak> bk> %, dk, - ak. By hspectiion of the relations

between the coefficients, it csm be seen that starting frcm the coeffi.
cients determined by the initial conditions (ao, al, cl, do, dl,

and (A3)n) the other coefficients can be found successively. This

must be done in some such order as bo,

%> ~, ~ sO forth.

Cl, bl, % %> %?> %2j
The u series can be computed afterward, since

the other equations do not depend on m.

Series solutions have now been found for the varbbles xl, ~,

x, y,” and m in the interval of expansion. It would seem as if tha
solution were complete. However, there are still difficulties to be
Overcane. Since the natural frequency of the horizontal vibrations of
the wheel is high, the series ~ansion for y converges too slowly to
be of use in representing y in equation (28b). -

It is possible
solution for y(t)

(see a~endix
of the form

B) to obtain a more rapidJy convergent

~d’T4+—24 4
1 &jT5

1.20 (37)

—-.. — ..— —— .. —.-
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where

43

\

dh’ = ~2b2

This is a very rapidly converging solutim but is still not suitable
for use in equation (28h) since it contahs trigonometric terms. It is
necessary thus to fit a parabolic approximation to this curve wing the
initial value and slope plus a chosen quadratic (or ctiic) term

Y *$
=do+v+~%

or .

Y ~d~3
‘d0+dlT+6 3

.. .

(38)

The coefficients of this formula are used to represent y in equa-
tion (28b). The solution for y,. equation (37), csrriedto the fourth
power reqpires bo, bl, and b2, but these coefficientstiybe fouud

before %* is needed.

The series solution for xl is adeqyate for use in equation (28b),
but it still may sometimes be desirable to have a more rapidly convergent
solution for this variable also. The same procedure as outlined in
appendti B yields when applied here:

J- . .

(39)

. . . .. . .. . _ . .— . . .. ——— —. .—— . . . .. — —— ——-..— .-— . -- --
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When the approximate form, equation (37), for y is used, the
solution is now complete and usable. One thing remahs to be discussed,
the question of the length of each interval. This depends on several
factors. The interval is restricted by the need for accuracy of the
approximations for A (x),

A
fl(x)”, and f2(x). The A3 approximatim

especially must be e accurately, as the solution for x is very
sensitive to this variable. As has been mentioned, the interval must
end wherever there is a S- bre’~ ~ the A3 c~e. The length of

the interval is also limited by the need of obtaining sufficient accuracy
in the y(t) approximation. FinalJy, convergence of the series repre-
sentation of x must be considered. One of these factors will deter-
mine the interval length.

The value of ~+ m musthe watched as in the numerical integration
methcd, since transition to phase three occurs when

After this time

way as described

f+~=vh

t = ~, the deflection y is calculated in the same

for the numerical integration in phase three.

The interval need not necessarily

continuous, the approximation eqyation
beyond the transition to phase three.

endat t=%. Since y is

(38) may still fit for some time

Singular interval.- At the”start of phase two (t =tl) the rate

of stroke vanishes (% = O) and the same happens againwhenthe maximum
stroke is reached and recoil beg@s. The vanishing of A gives rise
to a particular difficulty, the source of which is found in equation (23).

This equation maybe written

with the abbreviation

\

Apo -—Psk32z -.a-xy
*(t) =x2- 11

%$ - (%4%’.]7 % % .

.

— .-

.

..— — . -—. - -- —. -.-—
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diff,=entiating, one has

which, with the help of equation (23’),

45

may be written as

A32 $

Since $ does not happen to be zero at the start of p-e two, this
eqmtion shows that ~- is inftiite. Thus there is, at t = tl, a
singularity in the function x = x(t) which prevents the use of the
ordinary power series (29).

Although power series (29) are not applicable in this interval, it
is possible to handle it with series in half-powers of r = t - tl:

X.=$-+42.

co
x. ps

~iz

“ a~
Y= x~iz

‘3 = (A3)n

Equations (2&) and (28c) are
equating coefficients. The result

#/2

.-

.(41)

solved as before by substituting and
for egpation (28a) is

. ----- ..-. -.— -— -.. . .—— —— .— - .- . . —-. — .—. — —.. .--. — —- —-..--—— —------
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(Xl)n

‘3=0

(%)11

.lal%o + 12w~*
.

-k(k - 1)(k - 3)?q2~-4

Shils.rly, for equation (28c):

.,
~ = (Y)n

al.=a~=o

~ = 2(f)n .

NACA m 3217

!(k> 4)

(42)

1(43)

( )iik = 4(k - 1)(k - 3) ~2~4 - ~32~k-4

J
(k> 3)

Next consider eqpation (28d)which expresses Az in terms of x and

introduce
51=E2=

extremely

series (41). Sinceit wiIL be shown i little later that
0, the expressions for the ftiSt few Coefficients ~k beccnne
simple:

?

w)

.

-. -.—_ -—-— . . . .
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Equation (28b)
of the series,

k-2
m ~kk~~
x~ HE

47

must be considered in more detail. After mibstitution
equations (41), this eqpation becomes

Using, as previously,

one finds

The expression
by introduc~

which yields

withi’nthe braces to the one-half power

J-fio
may be simplified

(45).

. . ... ____ - ----- -— -- --—--- ----— --. — ------ -c — ,R:— . . ..- —. —... _ .+ —— - . . . .
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It is profitable at this point to look
initiai conditions to eqyation (28b).
of equations (41) consists only of its

NACATN 3217

at the result of applying the
For T= O each of the series
first term, and-one has

1/2

($(*)n= -
..

#)~1(A3)lbo - ~50 - eo~o - ‘OEOaO - 0

(- - ‘i’2
= qA3)l PO

and, since (&)n is zero, it follows that

~o-go=o

!L!herefore,equation (45) reads simply

(w

Some prelimhary conclusions may now be drawn
tion of the eqpation is attempted. The above
reads

before the complete solu-
equation in expandea form

Inspection of
Ystart with T1 4.s

the left-hand side

equation shows thwt the terms of the right-hand sise
Therefore, the coefficients of T_l/2 and TO on
must vanish:

52=0

b

.

—. ——— . —. ——.— .._.—.
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Furtherj since

49

Zil=o

il. o

(eqS. (42) h (43)), and since

ii =al-El=o
.L

it f Ollows that

h &+. El-

Returning to eqmtion (46) and using those results, one has

and, hence,

m k-2

[( )

k-2 1/’ ~ -

x
~k ~T BP l/21 +@k7T

. 21c1(A3)n ~ T
~ ~ #/2

3 (k-l)! $23”
0 k!

The expression within parentheses to the one-half power may be expanded
by means of the binomial theorem. Also the ~ series can be written

in simple form mak~ me of eqution (u):

( )~+5#2+ . . .
6

.. . —.— .- ——. —. —.- -— ---- -----——-.—.. -.-—- ----- ---- ----- --- —-— -.— .“ —--..— ...—---
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Whenthe right-hand side is reduced to a
coefficients of MJse powers are equated,

Eo = (X)n

r

62 ~
55 = 4K@3)n ~

E4=LZ !%
23p2

()

~~ 3L”-E
‘5=63 ~2 ~22

[(

P F3F4
18~-15m+

~6=$Z~3 p2
P2

A solution for the singular interval has

I?ACATN 3217

single power series and
the results are these:

the

(47)

now been found. However, it
is necessary here as h the regular interval to use an altered fo%n
for y obtained in a manner similar to that of appendix B. This solu-
tion is found to be

1 m-...K@5T
i&ii

(48)

Since
Of T

(eqs.
curve

this is not a pure p~er series, the coefficien~s of the powers
cannot be used as dk in the computation of & and hence of ~

(47)). A plot of the equation is therefore made (fig. 19) and a
of the form

(49) .

-. - ————.—-—- .. .
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is fitted to it by varying ~4*. The coefficients of this parabola are

used to represent y in equations (47).

A similar formula for xl

is found to be

may be useful for its calculation. It

J-

Finally,
for q

-& 7f(5, - w,.)+++& ,p+plz + . . .

equation (28c) may be solved,by substitution of the series
and direct integration: —

(50)

(51)

A complete, usable soltiion has now been found for the singular in@r-
val n. The same considerationswhich cause termination of a regular
interval till govern this interval.

Procedure.-A procedure is given here outlining the analytical
method which has been derived. The steps are given for both the dngular
and regular intervals with differences noted.

.

(1) Determine values of ~, ~, ~, WI, ~, ~~’Ao>

‘1> ~~ Ps/ ~r~ Po> P> 7> ‘o> ‘> a> ‘~ ‘h> r> ~ I=

.

—.. ..— .. —.., ——. — -. . . .----------- -- —---.-— - --——--
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(2) Calculate the paramete~s

K3 = I@@

(3) comtmct ~aph of “

fl(x) = !gk(+x-’

f2(~) - ~Sk3 22 - a - x
e a+x.

A3(x)

Phase one: The steps for phase one are as folluws:

(4) Determine

of equations (w).

(5) Calculate

equations (13).

(6) Calc-te

.

NACA TN 3217

the time tl at the end of interval O by integration

Phgasetwo: For phase two the procedure is as follows:

(7) Estimate the length of the interval to insure accuracy

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

Parabolic curve for A3(x)

Linear a~roximations for f@ - f@

Parabolic curve for y(t)

Convergence of series for x and ‘xl

from

I

of:

. .. . ...— —.-— —--—. —.. . —
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(8) Determine al, a2, ?.J A, O., ~ el fi the tit- to

the best a~roximations:

with

singular interval

(S9) From step (5) calcukte

% = (xl)~

%? = 2(*l)n

% = (Y)n

% = 2(;)=

(S10) US* table
successively bo, 54,

k

y(T)
tion

give

4A compute

% %
ana 54.

(Sll) Cslculate and plot
in the interval ~om equa-
(48). Determine d4* to

the best approximat~on from
equation (49). Record d4* in

table 1. All.higher values of
dk are made zero.

(R9)

Regular interval

From step (5)

ao= (Xl)n

al= (+l)n

do = (Y)n

dl = (y)=

(RIO) Using tables
calcuhte successively

y(T)
tion

give

calculate

5-anta 6,

From table 5: lhom table 6:

(Rll)Calculate and plot
in the interval flmm equa-

(37). Determhe %+$ to

the best approximation from
eq~tion (38). Record %* ti

table 3. “All higher values of
dk are made zero.

.——
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(RI-2)Calculate successively

From table 5: RXXUtable 6:
?22 qu l%

-C

b3> a5} 133
/3’%

b C4

(S13) Form series (R13) Form series

.=$; +/2.

(14)H the end of the interval is determined by value of x, find
by trial the value of T for which x= (x)~l. Then calculate

(xl)n+l~ (%)n+l) (Y)n+l> ~ (Y)ml= ~ the value of T ends the
interval, all the values maybe cmputed immediately.

(S15) Compute (m)Ml from (R15) Compute (0)=1 from

equation (51). eqwtion (36).

(16)Determine (t+ m)ml. b scme titerval the condition

will he satisfied.

Phase three:

$%~=vh d t=%

This terminates phase two.

The procedure for phase three is the ssme as that for
phase two except for the following changes:

(a) Replace step (K@ as follows:

(RIJ-’)Calcukte and plot- y(T) using eqpation (37). Deter-
mine $* to give the best approximation from equa-

tion (38).

(b) instep (14) (y)Hl - ($)Wl ned not be calculated.

(C) Omit steps (R15) and(R16).

—. . -—. — —. -—— ..-—. ———.. . .
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Application of method to numerical example.- The analytical method
is appliqd b this section to the example used for the numerical inte-
gration. The procedure of the preced~ section is followed, so that
here only results and special remarks need be given. The data for this
example have been listed in the section “Numerical example.” IRromthese
the computation arameters

‘3

Figures 17, 18, and 9 show

fl(x)

are found to be.

A12 = 120.7 see-2

A32 = 2,008see-2

Kl= 68.63 in.-3/2sec-1

Iq = 1,607 see-2

= l&.2 in.-l -2sec

graphs of the fuuctions

= 0.9870~ -#”1

f2(x) = 0.06248 ~

and A (x), respectively. The parameters for the
?sentat ons of these functions in each interval are

approximate repre-
collected b table

These are all secant approximations, except for one parabola in the
case of A3(x).

The computations for interval n = O (phase one) are the ssme as
those given in the section “Numerical example.” Interval 1 at the start
of phase two is a singular interval since (+)1 is zero. The interval

length is I.imitedby the break in the A3(x) curve at .x= 2.036 inches.

However, to obtain a good approximation for y(t) and sufficient con-
vergence for x(t), it is better to restrict the interval to

0.3 second (x= 0.7 inch). When the interval length has been chosen,
~~ computationproceeds without incident as shown in table 4. In
‘figure 19 the graph of y(t) in this interval foundby use of equa-
tion (48) is shown. mthis graph the fitted parabola, equation (49),
is also plotted. The fitted curve has the same initial value and slope
and is chosen to give the least percentage error. This procedure is
had.led similarly ineachinterval.

. . . . . ...—. .—..— _________ .—— .... -—_.—. _.. _._. ___ ..__ .—.. ... . _______. .. .. .
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Interval2 is the first regular interval and exhxuls until
x= 2.036inches. The cmnputations for this and the following intervals
are displayed in tati~s 5 and 6.

The next interval (n = 3) q be carried to x = 3.350 inches
where a second break occurs‘h the A3(x) curve. This needs no special
discussion.

Although A3(x) becomes a smooth curve for some distance after

x = 3.350 inches, interval 4 is terminated at x = 8.156 inches which
matitains convergence of the x series and permits a good approximation
for y(t). fi this titerval transition occurs. For t = tl = 0.1086

second, (f+ m)t = 1,672 tithes per second.= Vh. At this time the

differential equation for y(t) changes form and is no longer coupled
to the other dependent variables. However, since y and ~ remain
continuous through transition, it proves possible in this exsmple to
carry the approximation for y(t) past the transition point.

The series solutions for all variables in each interval are given
in table 8. These results when plotted give almost identical results
to those found by numerical inte~tion (figs. U? to 14).

.

SiC Start of Numerical Integration

When using the numerical integration method, it is necessary to
make the ftist step with an integration formula of poor accuracy. This
does not matter if it is 1 step out of b or ~, but it does, if the
integration is to be made with large steps. And it matters still more
in the present case because of the singularity of X at t = tl. This

infinite value of the derivative makes all finite-differencework non-
convergent at the time t = tl, and therefore the outcome of the first

step is not reliable.

It is therefcme advisable to use the analytical methal just
described at least for getting started in phase two, even if numerical
integration is to be employ- for the rest of the work.

In this case only one singular interval needs to be handled.,sad
one my follow the instructions as given in the left-hand column of the
proce@e. The interval is chosen as long as possible, and near its
end the variables xl, x2> X} and y and their derivatives are

evaluated for three or fom equidistant times. These values are entered
h the ftrst lines of an integration table, and ti”bmthere on the numer-
ical integration is run as shown before.

.—— -----—.—-— ——. . ——— -.———- ---————— -- ——--- -— --
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This is
of equations

the procedure if one wants to deal
used

but keep
~ected eq$;im:

the st~tic values

in this report, that is, with
with the most exact
those which neglect

57

set

%
the mass m% of the spring-back motion is to be neg-

(43) mustb~ replaced bya simpler set, representing
of the horizontal deflection:

.%+2pk&k/2
k3 ~ k!

This yields the shple relation

~k.l%..%~
k3

which takes the place of equations (43). With these coefficients
vergence of the ‘y series-is Just as-good as that

and it is not necessary to apply the curve-fitting
in connection with eqpations (48) and (49).

GEMEMXZATIONS OF”!I!EEORY

—

con-
of the q series,

procedure described

~ this section two of the most stringent restrictions are dropped,
namely, that the sxis of the shock strut lies b the plane of the wheel
and that this axis is vertical. Irboth cases it is found that the
computation, though more realistic, is also more laborious. It will
depend on the particular case whether the results justify the greater
effort. This should be checked in all practical cases. When the shock
strut makes an angle with the vertical, the possibilim of a divergent
motion (self-excitedvibration) a~ears, which
investigation.

Eccentric Wheel

While landing geaxs for -e loads often
symmetrically on both sides of the oleo strut,

deserves further -

have two wheels arranged
small lalding geaxs have

.. . . .. . -—. . .- —.— _ —— . ... - _ .—— ——- - ---— .-...——— — —-- —.. .- .- —- -—-—
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.
only one wheel. In nose gesrs (and tail gears) symetry is maintained
by the use of a fork, but in the mati gears the wheel usually is arranged
eccentrically as shown
prevent the wheel from
presents an additional
equations.

Figure 21 shows a

in figure 20 and a pair of shears is provided to
castering. The eccentricity of the drag force D
problem which must be worked into the general

free-bcdy d.iagrsmof the lower part of the landing
gear b three projections. ~- wheei has been taken O-ff,
force H at the tie has been introduced. The following
equilibrium may be written:

Htel =He

Nl=HZ~;~x

and the
equations of

Z’ -a-x
N1 ‘ = H’ ‘-Fl&

a+x a+x

2’ +.$
N2 ‘ =H’— - FI ~

a+x a+x

h the first equation, the arm e‘ depends on x according to a
simple trigonometric rekt ion. This variability may be taken into
account when it is worth while, or e‘ may be assumed as an average
value. In the other equations the contributions of the friction forces
psN have been neglected, as before.

The forces N1 and N1’ and N2 and I?2’ ccmibineto two

resultants

m

+22-+(N21)2

“

-——.- . —-—-——-..-
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and these resultants give rise to fricticm forces:

The sum of these forces takes the place of the term

lJslH12Z-a-x
.+.

in equation (7). Here again the forces T do not change direction
if H does, and consequently IHI has been written outside of the braces,
but not tnside.

It may be observed here that the second term in the expressions
for Iil’ and N2’ changes sign if the shears are placed on the rear

side of the landing gear. This may easilybe seen from figure 20. When
the airplane is supposed to move from left to right the shears are to
the rear, and the directions of H and H’ must be inverted. The
friction forces are then

T1 .
MSIHl

{
m(z-

[

PSIHI 2
‘2 = G’+

to place the shears on theEvidently, it is better
this will.result in lower piston friction.

} 1
a 1/2

front side since

(53)

In the most general case, the force Tl+ T2 depends on x, Fl,

amd H, and its VSJ.uemust be computed in every line of the nmerical
integration. This leads to a substantial increase in computation labor.

.
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A considerable simplification is obtained if the

in equations (%) and (lOb) are neglected. Since, by
H= k3y> one has then

masses q and m3

definition,

.

IIand, except for the factor H , the friction forces depend only on x.
One may then put

T1+T2= j31Hl

with
r

P =

{[ .
& (Z-a-x)2+

e2[Z’ -a-x/2+_ ~)pa +
\ “ —.

figure 11.representing
not look very pleasant,

and it is possible to prepare a diagram similar to
~ as a function of x. Although the formula does
the preparation of the diagram is an easy job, stice only a few points
are needed to trace the curve. Once this has been done, phase two may
be dealt with in exactly the same way as when the wheel has no
eccentricity.

In phase three the deflection y and hence H may be computed h
advance and, therefore, the ratio F~H cannot have a f- value.

Whether one uses the correct values of y or the average of Iyl, as
eqlained before, there is no way of avoiding the repeated use of equa-
tions (52) at every step of the numerical integration.

bcMned Shock Strut

So far it has been assumqd in this report that the sxis of the
shock strut makes a right singlewith the runway. This is usually not
the case, the shock strut being inclined by a moderate angle a from
the vertical.

If this inclination is to be taken into account, all the eqpations
must be reexmined and most of them rewritten. In order to keep the
relations as simple as possible, this will be done here under the

—. ——. . - ..-. ..— ..-
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assumptions that in phases one and two

neglected and that in phase three m2

As shown before, it is not possible to

the masses ~ and

at least need not be

61

~ can be

considered.

neglect m3 in the spring-back

motion, because then the influence of the wheel hag would be lost
entirely.

The notations are shown h figure 22, where F1 is the force in

the shock strut and
deflection y is at

and D are vertical

The-equation of
it stands, if H iS
that is,

x, the stroke measured in axial direction. The
right angles to the shock-strut axis, but F2 and

and horizontal, respectively:

the shock strut, equation (7), maybe retained as
interpreted as the force normal to the shock strut;

H=Dcosa -F2sina

The equations of motion must be investigated
three phdses of motion.

separately for the

Phase one.- In the prestress phase equations (9) were used. Equa=
tion ~till applicable. To find the replacement for equation ($%),
one must start from the more general eqution

ml~’ =W1-F2 .

Here, equation (9a) may againbe used to eliminate F2, but xl @

~ are no longer equal since the deflection y has a vertical com-
ponent y sin u. Therefore,

x~=+-ysba

and when this is introduced in the preceding equation, one.has instead
of equation ($lb):

ml~+~-mlsina(~) =Wl (*)

This is no longer an equation for ~ alone, and it must be considered

simultan~ouslywith the replacement for equation ($kl). When the dynamic
term my is dropped fran that equation, it states simply that the

lateral force H = k~ which deflects the shock strut is equal to the

*W P#2” Under the present conditions k~ must be eq~ted to the

external force normal to the sho~ strut:

~y. Dcosa-F2sin a= F2(&cos a-sins)
/

. . . . ------ -...—. .. .. . ----- -— . .. . ,..- . .-.. —— —-—— — - —--— ---— —---—-
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and with equation (9a) it becomes

~Y = (~ cos a - sin .)%

This equation may readily be used to eliminate y

[

%2ml-—1 ~5(& Cos a 1-sinu)sina~+

NACA TN 3217

(~b)

fra equation (~):

*=W1 (*’)

It appears here that by a suitable (or rather an unsuitable) choice of
the data one ~ obtain a negative mass coefficient, that is, am expo-
nential increase of X2 with time.

case

Equation (9c) tndicates that Fl = F2 if ~ = O. In the present

this must be replaced by the relation

F1 =F2cosa+Dsinlx

which may be read from figure 22. With D = @?2 and equation (9a)

it becomes

Fl = ~(COS a + & SiIla) (*)

Equation (9e), the last of the group, remains as it stands.

Since all equations in phase one are linear} the solution may be
easily obtained. The phase will not be of long duration, and hence a
puwer-series methcd will be most convenient. The unknown ~ is assumed

in the form

and is introduced into equation (~’). With the initial conditions

t o:= %2=%=0
this yields

W1 t2x2=—
ml* Ut$)+d,,)’-=

.- - .. -.—-.-— .— —— —. .
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where

63

.

[

‘2 (pr cos CL - sin CL) sin ccml*=ml l-—
k3

The other variables depend on ~:

Y=

Phase two.- In phase
which may be conibinedto

Equations (~b) d (54c)
the relation between xl,

two equations (9a) and (lOa) are still valid,

b5d

are applicable also, but x enters now into
+, and y:

xl-~= xcosa+ystia (5%)

When y from equation (54b) is introduced here, one obtains

In
is

Fl

k3’
%2= (xl - x C!osa) (55d

k3 - (~ Cos a - Sti a)

addition, there
best written in

- W = k2(Cosa

[

= * Cos

One may write this

k2 sin a

is still
the form

+ & sin

the shock-strut equation (eq. (7)) which
of equation (17). But, in the present case

,

a+~sina-vs
2Z -a-x

I
a+x (l+cOsa-stia)

as

.

.

t?
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with the coefficient

NACA TN 3217

B’ = %[ Cos

depending on x.

(L+~rSiIl~-

Equation (17)

12Z -a-x
Ws(Vr cos a - sfi a)

a+x

assumes then the simple form

(56)

(57)

Equations (55a), (55c), and (57) are thee tif’ferenti~ eq~tions
for xl, ~, and x. They maybe solved ~ the methods described in

the section “DifferentialEquations of Landing Impact.”

When x2 is eliminated from equations (55a) and (55c), an eqpation

will result which contains terms with %1 and xl. In general, both

will have the same sign, but it may happen that their signs are opposite~
depending on the denondnator ti equation (55c). This bi.ntsat the
possibility of a divergent motion.

The end of phase two-is reached when the wheel is co@etel.y spun
up, that is, when

m= Vh

Here the term ~ usedpreviouslyhas been dropped, since it is insignif-
icant when only the static deflection y is considered m3 = O). The

[an@ar velocity CD of the wheel is found from equation 9e) which
still applies.

Phase three.- The only difference between phases two and three is
that the drag D is no longer proportional to the wheel force F2.

One may, therefore, keep all those equations which do not contain the
coefficient of runway friction ~. They are eq.zations(9a), (5Z)~

and (55b).

In addition, there are now equations (la) and (lb) and the kinematic
condition of rofiing without skid&g, but
revision. ~ equation (la), the term @
wheel in the direction of the displacement
and the equation reads

they all need a careful
describes the force on the

Y- This is now the force H,

— ___ —-—.. . ——..—— ——. —- ..—
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In eqution (lb) the term PF is the drag force D which has the
mment Dr and accelerates the rotatory motion of the wheel:

The

the
the

ti= D)?

horizontal velocity of the airphe is Vh. Relative to the airplane

axle of the wheel has a backward velocity k sin a+ t cos u, and
lowest point of the wheel rim has still the additicmal velocity m,

also directed backwards. The resultant velocity of this point must be
zero:

FinaUy, there is

which haS aheady

Vh - +sina-~cosa-?m =0

the relation between the forces acting on the wheel:

H=DCOSU -F2sina

been used in phase one.

Frcm these equations one may
then equation (9a) maybe used to

folluwing differential equation:

easily eliminate H, D, and m, amd
elhninate also F2. The result is the

(m3
This and
unknowns

the oleo

eqwtions (55a) and (55b) are three equations for the four
X1, @ x, and y. The fourth equation is the equation of

strut, equation (7). It must now be used in the following way:
F1 is the force in the shock strut; that is,

F1 = F2cosa+D silla

-Z(xsina+; cosa)=~cosa r2

The first and second terms on the right-hand side of
as they stand. In the third term, H is the force

the shock strut laterally. If these e~ressions are
tion (7) reads as follows:

sin a

equation (7) remain
k~ that deflects

introduced, eqpa-

.

.
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~cosastia”j+-py-~ cosaq+~
1+ 3+

‘sin% * +

(58h)@23+2 +Fa=0

2A32

Equations (58) ~ be considered as a pair of linear equations for the
second derivatives ~ and “x”.When they are solved for these unlmowns,
the following relati&s are obtained: -

mj~ + (k3 -pcotqy+= % %2-

mj sin%
‘3#+Fa -I+—

m ra
3 2A32

I
+ Cos%

~ cos a

i+q~k% 1%=
\L ‘7+Cos=
\I -

!l!heseand equation (55a)my be

Y) x> -xl’ -x2-

BINDING

So far it has been assmed

($=+F)cOta=”‘5’s)

(
k3 cos a sin a

@ + Cos%
I

o

)-P Y-

(5*) ‘

used to find b numerical integration
Wen be found krom equation (5~).

OF SHOCK S!lRUT

that the friction between piston and
barrel d~ends only on the forces I?l and N2 in figure 6, which in

turn depend directly on the force H transmitted from the wheel to the
lower ena of the shock strut.

The shock-strutbarrel is a rather thin-walled ttie, and h the
usual cantilever construction it is subjetted to a lsmge bending moment.
It is lawn that in such cases a slight ovalization of the cross section
is part of the elastic deformation. Since the piston will locally

-. -. .—- —.
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.

prevent this ovalization, it must be feared that the resulting pressure
between the walJ of the barrel and the piston may lead to a considerable
increase in friction.

It willbe seen on the following pages that this problem leads
into the nonldnear theory of elasticity and a good deal into the bending
theory of cylindrical shells. It is not possible to make such calcu-
lations part of a routine stress analysis, and it is even beyond the
scope of this report to present,them in detail. But it is possible to
indicate the lines of thought and the fhal conclusions, which seem to be
fairly general.

Consider a long thin-walled tube of circular cross section subjected
to pure bending by couples M applied at both ends. Figure 23 shows an
element of this tube. According to elementary formulas there are bending
stresses

and they produce a curvature of the tribe

Because of this curvature, the stresses on opposite ends of the element
do not have the same direction, and the stresses acting on corresponding
elements of both cross sections have an upward or downward resultant.
For an element a de t of the cross sectidns this resultant is

and it may be considered
surface of the cylinder,
resultant force per unit

In the lower half of.the

q de ta d#

as being distributed over a strip of the middle
having the length dx and width a de. The
area of this strip is

@ $cOse
~=tati=

E#’a%

cyl&der (COS e > O) it is directed upward and
in the upper half, do+, as ~icated in the cross section-in
figure 23.

It is this load which causes the ovalization of the ttie. One may
fiud the magnitude of this deformation by cutting a ring of unit width

—-———.- -— -...— .. —. —- —— -. --— .-- ——- —--— - .—. — —- -- —. --—
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from the ttie and applying to it the well-knuwn theory of stresses in
circular rings. E the deformation due to direct stress is neglected,
it will be found that the ma@num radial displacement is.

.o=!&@
#’l#at4

where v is, as usual, Poisson’s ratio. This displacement is directed.
inward at the ends of the vertical diameter and outward at the ends of
the horizontal diameter. In between it varies as cos 20. Since the
load q is proportional to M2, the ovalization is a nonlinear effect.

The ovalization of the shock-stanitb=el wilJ-be less than
indicated by the formula, because of the additional rigidity which comes
from the closing of the upper end and from local reinforcements of its
wall, for example, those necessary for attaching the drag strut. This
reserve in rigidity will be neglected here, since it is rather difficult
and not worth while to evaluate it.

To get an idea of what this ovalization realdy amounts
useful t; express it

one finds

In shock struts
perhaps t/a = 0.1.

in terms of the maximumben~ stress

one may expect *E = 0.5 x 10-3 or less and
This yields

-6
wo~a = 0.228x 10

and for a= 4 inches”the displacement is 0.9 X 10A inch. This is
rather smell, but one may easily get more by assuming a higher ratio a/t.

Unless the ovalization is smaller than the clearancedetween piston
and barrel, the piston wXU locaXly prevent it. It wi12 exert such
radial forces on the wall that at this particular cross section the tube
remains almost or completely circular. Since the deviation of the
cmlized tibe from a circle is W. cos 2e, rsfiialforces proportional

to cos 2e are needed to remove this deformation. Such forces would
be negative h two quarters of the circumference,but the piston cannot
exert a negative (i.e., inward) pressure on the wall. However, it is

.
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possible *o superpose
unit of circtierence

69

a constant pressure such that the total force per
.is

P= po(l+ cos 20)

(see diagram onleft in fig. 24). If one neglects the deformation
due to direct stress and considers only the bending deformation of the
cylinder, this load would really lead to a displacement of the required
type. But since the constant term P = P. will produce a unifo~

outward displacement of aU points of the cross section, the piston
would lose contact on part of the circunterence. The real load distri-
bution will therefore look like that shown on the right in figure 24.
The deviation from the distribution on the left in figure 24 will be
less pronounced the thinner the cylinder is, that is, the more the
deformation due to bending of the wall prevails. ti any case, when the
real load distribution is expanded in a Fourier series, it may be
expected that the term with cos 20 will be predominant.

An exact solution of the problem would require the determination
of a radial.load

to be applied
the following

In every

P= Po+p2c0f32e +p4c0s4e +.. .

ina certain cross section of the cylinder a@ satisfying
condition:

point of this cros-ssection there must be either P >0
and the radial displacement just compensating the one due to ovalization
or P = O and the radial displacement more than compensating, so that
there will be a clearance between cyltier and piston.

Problems of this kind are very hard to solve, h particular if the
bending theory of a cylindrical shell is involved. In the present case
one may take advantage of the ~redomhance of the second harmonic, and
on this basis the following procedure has been worked out:

A line load P s p2 c0s2e as shown in figure 25 was applied to a
cylindrical she~ of infinite le@th. The bending theory of cylindrical
shells was used to find the stresses and in particular the radial dis-
placement of the points of the loaded circle. This is a lengthy com-
putation which is not presented here. It was made for several ratios
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of the wall thiclmess t of the cylinder to its mean radius a. The
following fiesultswere obtained:

I 1

6.00 480
9.33 163.0

10.96 U3.O
13.42 67.8
15.50 45.4

Now a ring of width b is cut from the shell, and the same load
P = Pa Cos 2e is applied to it in its central plane. Using elementary

ring theory, one may determine the deflections of this ring, which will
also be distributed as w s W2 cos 20. !l?heamplitude W2 will-be

inversely proportional to the width b, and one may choose b so that
the deflection W2 equals the one obtained for the cylindrical shell.

The width b thus determined is the effective width of the shell with
respect to the problem under consideration.

The computationyielded the foJJmwing values:

tja, b~a
percent

6.00 12.83
9=33 10.10

10.96 p:
13.42
15.50 7:91

They are surprisingly large. This indicates that through a direct stress
system a rather considerable length of the cylinder cooperates in carrying
the load. Real shock-strut cylinders may be expected to be lass rigid,
because of their finite length.

The values of b/a may be plotted with
and this curve ~ be used for all deflection
second harmonic is preponderant.

t/a as abscissa (fig. 26)
problems in which the

— —— --- - -- ——-. -—-. -. .-— -
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The following application may be made of this result. Assume a
pressure distribution between piston and barrel as shown in figure 27
and described by the equation

P s P2* cos 2e

applicable for -45°< e < 45° and for 135°< e < 225°. l?romelementary
ring theory the f’olllowhgbending moments in a circular ring will be
found:

In the loaded parts of the circumference:

[ 1M=~P2%2 -P(1 - Cos e) + 2 sin2f3 -Ml
3

(

In the free parts:

[: 1~P %.21- 2(1-sine) -MlM=3 2

with

Neglecting the influence of the direct stress, one may compute from
this moment distribution the following outward deflection of the -
pOtits e s 0° w e = MoO:

P2%4
w= 0.230 —

EI

bt3 is the moment of inertia ofwhere I = —
12

ring.

the cross section of the

This deflection must be equal to the inward deflection W. due to

ovalization, which was found to be

() 2 a3
Wo=(l+q!x ~

This will yield

deformation due
value for P2*

the maximum P2* of the piston-ring pressure. If the

to direct stress were taken into account, a smaller
would result.

-. _._. —..—-. ___ ..—— . .-_. .- . - . . ..— . ..— — — - . -——- — .—- -- — — ____ . .._- .
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Now take some Iqr@cal figures from a shock-strut barrel:

a.4ti,

t =0.4 in.

E= 3 x 107 lb/sq in. (steel)

v = 0.3

t311daSSWlle cr#E=~ x104 and b = > = 20 inches. Then

I = 0.1067 ink

P2* = 4.94 lb/in.

The total friction force due to this load is

4- 45°
T=

‘J
P2* cos 2e a d9 = 2@?2%

‘o

Assum3ng, as before, that ps = 0.1, one has

T = 3.94 lb

which is entirely insignificant.

Going to extremes h a~E and in t/a, one may get 10 or

20 times this value, but this still would be without significance. One
may, therefore, expect that binding of the piston in the cylinder will
not-be a seria& problem except in very
not seem necessary to include it in the

Stanford University,
Stanford, Calif., April 8, 1953.

unusual designs, and it does
analysis.

.

— -. — .——— ... . —— .—— — ._ —. _-—-_ .——.....
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APPENDIX A

PROOF TEAT SPRING-BACK MOTION CANNOT BE

~@PEll BY SLIPPING OF TIRE

When the vertical force is ticreased -arly with time, the spin-
up deflection is given by equations (6). At a certain time t = ~,

the spin-up is completed and the ensuing spring-back deflection is
given by equation (>). Introducing here y(tt) from equations (6)

one finds

Y
[

.$ tt, +
1

‘m%)Cos“ (t - ‘t) ++(1- Cosw ‘h w -%)

The correspondingdrag is, according to equation (5c),

D=~ky
I+mr2

.
and the admissible drag force is @’t. It is asked whether the
quotient D/@ will always be smaller than 1.

Now,

D I

~

t

)
——-~sin~tt cos A’(t-tJ+

F=1+m2 t

1+ -Cos xtt) sin x’ (t- I+
A’t

If the bracketed ~ression is cliffer%tiated with respect to time aud
the result equated to zero, the foldmwing relation is obtained:

(%-*sinw) CosH-- -%) ++(1- Cos%) s~w - %) =

[
t(l - Cos ltt)Cos 7d(t - tt) -1’t tt -p )1 in?ttt Sinv(t-tt)

------- --. — —.. .— —. ..—. — .—. — - --. —--— . ---- .. -—------- ——-- .-— -——— - —--- -.
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TM: equation is valid at those times t at wtich extreme values of
D/uFt wi~ OCCUI’. For these values of t it may be used to give the
r~~t-hand side of the preceding equation another form:

- Cos M-J Cos A’(t - tt) -

A+t - 1sin Att) sin x’(t - tt)
A

Since yt and it are both positive, the first maximum of y and

hence of D occurs while X’(t - tt) < fi/2; and, since the denominator

is increasing with t, the maximum of the above quotient must
occur earlier. Then Sinx’(t - tt) ~0 and, since certainly

Att - sin Att > 0= the bracketed expression cannot be ~eater

first term.

Now,

0s1 - Cos Xtt s 2

O<cosx’(t-tt)<l

still.

than its

Hence the bracketed expression is smaller than 2, and, since nm2 >1,
the first maximum of the right-hand side is smaller t- 1. AJ-1
following maxhums and rein- of D have the same absolute value,
but the admissible drag PI% increases continually and the quotient
can never again reach the first maximum.

It follows that once the spring-back motion has begun, sllpping
between tire and groundwillnever occur again and equation (>)
describes the motion for ~S t< m.

— . — —. —.-—.—--——-- -
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.

,

APPENDIX B

MODIFIED POWER-SERIES SOLUTION FOR LATERAL

DEFLEcmm

A series solution has been
equation

y+

y OF SHom STRUT

found in the text for the harmonic

where the forcing function or right-hand meniber
series

‘2%
(

=K2bo+blT+~

The displacement y represents an

is e.qressed as a power

\b2#+. ..j

oscillation of the mass q on

the spring k3 and will therefore contain the terms cos X37 and

SiIl~3T representing the free vibrations of this spring-mass system.

It is therefore not surprising that it cannot be weld representedby the
ftist few terms of the power series in T when T approaches the half-
period Yr/X3 of this vibration, and it is desirable to find abetter

representation of the function y(T). ThiS iS foundby splitting Off
the free vibration, writing

m‘k’ Tk/2
Y= D1 cos A3T+D2 SiII~3T+ >~

.

When this is introduced into equation (28c), the same qression

results, and ~’ and dlf are again left

are four coefficients, ‘1~ D2> do’, and

(Bl)

for k>l (=)

undetermined. But now there

all’, which must be chosen

so as to satisfy the two initial conditions, and the question arises
how to mske best use of the arbitrariness thus provided.

Since the differential equation is linear, its solution maybe
considered as composed of several parts. Each term of the forcing

.

- . . ... . .. — — . ----- .—.- ---- ----- —-. -.— —. —-— --- .-.-— -.. — —— . --.——. --- ---
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function produces a forced nonoscillatory
Iation spch that the two together satisfy
Y=f =0 at t = ~. Additional to the

NACA TN 3217

motion plus an induced oscil-
the initial conditions
sum of all these terms there

is the oscillationw~ch satisfies the actual initial conditions. Some
of the particular solutions for zero initial conditions are listed below.

Forcing term Solution y(t)

b. ~
‘2bo ‘2 — (-

Cos A
A32

39

bl
K2blT K2 —

(
~3T -’

A~3
‘in ~39

b2 ~ b2 $ltcb#522
“’2 3

(
- cos 13T) + $ ~2 ~

b3 b3 73&KbT3 -K —
623 (

h3T
2135

-stiA3T)+~K2~

A3

In the power-series solution using the coefficients, equations (33),
the oscillationsdue both to nonzero initial conditions and to the
fordng terms are expressed in series form. and it is this series which
converges slowly.

The solution equation
coefficients D1 and D2

oscillation due to nonzero
of the oscillations due to

.

(Bl) contains a sine and cosine, and the
may be chosen to put in closed form the
initial conditions plus any desired nunber
the forcing terms.

tions listed above shows that the emplitude of
to a forcing term

is

Inspection of the solu-
the sine or cosine due

-. — ———.- ... --
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The k+2 powerof A3 in the denominator makes the induced oscil-

lationsdue to the higher terms diminish in hportance. Thus it is
most advantageous to absorb h the sine and cosine of solution (Bl) the
two oscillations due to first two forc~ terms ~2bo - ‘2bl” ‘s
is accomplishedby choosing

When now the initial conditions are applied
that

(Y)n = Dl+ do’

(j)n = kJ12+ dl’

Hence:

bl
dl’ = K2—

132

Then from equation (B2):

%2’=0

d3’ =0

d4 ‘
= ‘2b2

%’ = ‘2b3

.

J

to equation (Bl), it follows

... ...---- .— - -— . .._ --- .-.._- ....._ ___ —-. .. .--. —-.— --- .- —- ..—— —-- .-— .. . ..
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TABIX7 \

PAMMEIWW Ft)RAPPROXIMATE REPRES~ON OF

FUNCTIONS fl(x), f2(x), AND A#

[
f’l(x) +o+ @lx; f2(x) =eo+e~lc;

A5(x) =
)(A3)n~+al~ +~u2g2

E =x- (X)n]

Interval $% $1 (%)n “1 “2 ‘o ‘1

1,2 0.987 0.0506 0.3 0 0 0.3220 -0.0256

3 .968 .060 .3 1.936 -.892 .3112 -.0203

k .887 .084 .832 -.0212 0 .2921 - .0M6

5 .348 .152 .750 -.0370 0 .2517 -.0095

6 -1.254 .285 .639 -.0469 0

.-.— ——.-.. .--—. ...____ __..-
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SOLUTION F@ EXAMPLE

Interval O:

xl = lmt(l

x= o

\

TABm8

IIILUSTE?ATINGAMAIXTICMETHOD

Phase one

0< t <0.00829 sec

- 20.12t2 + ● . .)

y = 32,1@t3(l - lo6.4t2 + . . :)

m=
(

lo,930# 1 JJ2+...

)

Interval 1: 0.00829<

xl =0.9934 cos 10.99T+ 10.87

x= 148.7~/2 . 74.21T2 - 165.8@2 - 28.sT3 + . . .

Phase two

t ’<0.03829 see; o<x<o.67g in.

7/2 . 746.4T4+ . . .Sti 10.99T + 2,052T

Y= -0.7768COSk-k.~T - 1.988sin 44.81T+ 0.7gx + ~.65T -

27,320T7/2 + 1,908# + . . .

u= ( )l&.2 0.9934T + 59.75? - 59.48#2 + . . . + O.~1

Interval2: o.0382gctco.o@; 0.679cx <2.036
9

xl = 4.469+ IJO.6T- 228.7# - l,5g2T3+ 3,989A - 2,492T5+ . . .

x= 0.679+ 31.46T+ 167.8% - 2,005T3+ 18,8kOT4+ . . .

Y =o.liM.o sin44.81T- 1.605 cos 44.81T+ 3.032+ 63.31T -

53,100~ + 33,1@T5 + . . .
.

m= M2.2(3.790T + 39.57T2 - 132.2T3 + 103.2T4 + . . .)+ 14.2g

. . . . —-—.-- .-— —-------- -— .—----- — -.-—--—--— .- --—. — - ---- -. ——.-——— .. ------ ------ -——-. ---
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SOLUTION FOR EXAMPLE

“Tnterval3: 0.0761<

NACA TN 3217

8.- Continued

IILUSTRATIXGAMALXTIC METHOD

t <o.og40; 2.036 <x <3.350

xl = 8.245 + 87.32T - 37k.7# - 987.7T3 + 18,530T4 + 176,800T5 + . . .

x= 2.036 +38.22T+ 1,468%

Y= l.~~ sin44.81T+ 1.246

2.345x 106T5+ . . .

0= 182.2(6.209T+ 24.55? -

+ 28,320T3 -49,120T4+ . . .

cos 44.81T+ 4.967+ 39.28T - 2h6,700T4 -

614T3 + . . .) + 49.4

3m&rvza k: o.og40<t<o.1464; 3.350<x<8.126

Xl = 9.684-i-73.47T- 382.2+ i-597.5T3- 334.4T4
.

X= 3.350+ 103.2T - 415.5@ -I-5,508$- 33,700T4

Y= 2.~5 COS W.&T+ 1.605 Stik4.81T+ 5.067+

+296hoT5+ . . .

+...

23.76T+4,453#+ . . .

cl)= 182.2(6.334T - )14.85#+lJ-.08T3 -I-. . . +70.4 .

Phase three

Interva14 (continued): ‘t = O.lofi

Same as before except:

Y =7.915 COS 37.32T’ - 0.884 sin37.32T’ (T’= t-~)

.=-

.. . —.-. . . . .... --
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SOLUTION FOR EXAMPLE

Interval 5: 0.1464<

87

8.- Conchiied

ILLUSTRATINGANALYTICMETHOD

t< ...; 8.156< X< . . .

xl = 12.57+ 39.26T- 266.2#+ 9,497# - 7,354T4+ u2,16015+ . . .

x= 8.156+ %.47T - 997$+ 2,965T3+ 34,730T4+ . . .

y = 7.966sin 37.32T

.. ----- _. ___ _.. _._.___ ____ ----- -_->_ ___ — .- —-- —.—-.-—.—— ___ . . _ . .. ..-. ___
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Figure3.- Spinning-upof wheel.
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Figure 2.- Horizontal mcwement of wheel during spin-up.
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m,

vh‘ -u 9

dyk-

Figure 8.- Mass-spring model of landlng gear.
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Figure 15.- Lateral deflection y of the shock strut. Solid line, exact
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Figure 16.- Time history of impact force F1. Eroken line, exact values

from figure 14; solid line, approximation based on static y; circles,
same appro~tion but from a large-step integration.
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D

IRQure20.- Shock strut.with eccentric wheel.
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Figure 21.- I?Yee-bodydiagram of piston.
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